This paper studies the problem of traversing a rough terrain by wheeled vehicles. The criterion for mobility of a wheeled vehicle in any terrain is formally developed, providing insights into the mechanical structure requirements of the vehicle. A vehicle structure with an actively articulated suspension is found as a solution to improved rough terrain mobility. The contact forces of the vehicle with the surface being traversed are identified as the critical factor in determining the traversability of the surface. Hence a control strategy involving the control of the contact forces (normal and traction) is proposed. The key feature of the locomotion strategy, thus, developed is that it provides a solution for mobility in terrain which cannot be traversed using a solution involving assumptions that ignore the dynamics of the main body of the vehicle.
Introduction
The problem of finding a suitable mechanical structure for a mobile platform that can move efficiently on rough terrain not known a priori has been long standing. The main disadvantage of the passively suspended and fixed suspension vehicles is that the robustness of these systems under varied terrain conditions is not certain. To enhance the performance of such systems, a class of robots with actively articulated suspensions called the Wheeled and Actively Articulated Vehicles (WAAVs) has been developed, the terminology first used by Srinivasan et al. [1] . The Hybrid Wheel-Legged Vehicles (HWLV) [2] is a class of vehicles that consists of any combination of wheeled and legged mechanisms. The Hylos [2] and WorkPartner [3] are examples of such vehicles.
A static analysis of the contact forces on an HWLV such as Hylos would reveal that the contact forces are functions of body-weight, payload, posture and contact angles [4] , [5] . Hence previous work [6] , [2] has aimed at controlling the posture, defined by the internal configuration parameters, with the purpose of optimizing the contact forces for maximizing traction and stability. Algorithms for traction optimization and power efficient mobility in rough terrain are presented in [4] . However [4] does not speak of conditions where forward motion is not possible for a slow-moving fixed suspension vehicle.
The approach in this paper which we term as the force-control methodology can be considered inverse of the approach as stated in previous work [2] , [7] with respect to traction for mobility in rough terrain. In that, we are able to control the posture of the main body by controlling the contact forces rather than vice versa. We aim at directly controlling contact forces that result in the desired traction.
We develop an analysis of the surface conditions leading to the complete loss of ability to move forward in a given terrain for any rigidly suspended vehicle which provides the motivation for an actively articulated suspension vehicle structure and also to develop our control methodology. The possible advantages that such a system might offer as compared to the posture control methodology based on the vehicle kinematics is also studied.
Related Works
Ch. Grand et al. at the Laboratoire de Robotique de Paris have developed the Hylos robot [2] . The central theme for the Hylos locomotion is to achieve a posture of the main body which maximizes stability and traction using the posture control algorithm that uses the velocity model to set velocities at the various joints based on the posture error.
The critical assumptions made in the analysis of the Hylos [2] are: (i) sufficient contact forces exist to allow for pure rolling of the wheels, also implying that wheel-ground contact exists at all times, and (ii) the dynamic effects are neglected. The authors believe that the method of altering the contact forces to control the posture and improve traction performance in an actively articulated suspension would be a first attempt and hope to solve the problems prevalent due to assumptions stated in [2] .
Problem Definition
We need to find a method that controls the contact forces c F at the various contact points between the wheels and the surface such that the robot successfully traverses a terrain. Hence the primary motive of the vehicle is to be able to traverse a given terrain. Since our aim is to study the traction or the forward motion problem a planar analysis will suffice as also in [4] , however extensions to the 3D problem can be done. To start the development, we first understand the need for WAAV as compared to a rigid suspension vehicle and why it offers a better possibility to traverse a terrain. From this analysis, we understand the role the contact forces play in helping the vehicle traverse a given terrain. We then use a generic platform consisting of a main body and two actuated wheels in the sagittal plane, each wheel connected to the main body through a Linear Force Actuator for development of our control methodology. We call this vehicle LFA-V ( Figure 1 ). The following conditions are unsuitable for control methodology developed in prior work [2] : (i) the vehicle is moving fast, (ii) large surface discontinuities exist (surface does not belong to C 1 ), and (iii) surface geometry that does not permit mobility under static conditions of the main body of the vehicle. The basic reason for the failure under these conditions is that any posture control methodology based on the kinematic analysis of the system fails to sense its interaction with the environment since all sensory data is local to the vehicle itself. Interaction with the environment is necessary for maintaining near ideal conditions such as pure rolling and no lateral slippage used for developing the kinematic model to control the posture. This is one way in which the force control methodology differs from the others. In general, the normal force and traction are related by:
where T is the tractive force, N is the normal contact force, R is the resistance in the direction of motion and I is the inertia force. In most cases, I is neglected. We therefore have to decide the required normal contact forces i N at each wheel surface contact that limit the traction i T . It should be made clear that resistance includes potential fields like gravity as well as non potential X Y fields like friction. We also need to device a control to achieve the desired value of contact force
using an articulated suspension. This issue has been addressed previously for industrial robots in a comprehensive manner [8] , [9] and the work described in this paper does not focus on this issue. The control strategy developed in the paper is shown to be useful for application to terrain conditions that are infeasible for traverse by fixed suspension vehicles. For all further analysis, we assume the wheels have only single point contact in the plane of analysis and that the wheels are cylindrical. 
Fixed Suspension versus WAAV
Traction control systems are generally used in fixed suspension vehicles to maximize the traction it gets from a surface, to prevent being rendered motionless. The quasi-static equations that relate the normal contact and traction forces to the forces on platform for a planar two-wheeled vehicle are given by (2) . As shown in Figure 2 ., the global fixed frame is } {XYZ , where Y is parallel to the gravity force; 
For a vehicle with two wheels in the plane, 
These set of equations are redundant and hence infinite solutions exist under the following constraints:
are the maximum and minimum torques that the motor at the i th wheel can generate. For the vehicle to be able to move forward, it must at least remain in equilibrium. Therefore, we set 0 ≥ 
Force Control Methodology
We use the planar model of the LFA-V in Fig.1 described earlier to develop the Force Control Methodology. The mechanical structure for analysis consists of 2 wheels, each pinned to an outer slide link which is connected to an inner slide link through a prismatic joint. The inner slide is fixed to the main body. The prismatic joint is actuated through a linear actuator, mounted on the main body, to which a desired force A F can be commanded. This force A F acts between the main body and the output slide. Although the input and output slides have a finite mass, we consider this to be negligible compared to the mass of the body and therefore neglect them in our analysis.
The 3 DOF's of the system can be identified as the height h of the main body and its pitch angle ψ and the position along the horizontal direction v X . The wheel ground contacts are assumed to be no-slip contacts for the kinematic analysis.
The initial aim of our control shall be to ensure that the vehicle is successful in moving over a terrain for a particular posture ) , ( ψ h of the main body. The position v X is defined by the motion of the vehicle. To ensure that the vehicle moves in the forward direction, the force on the main body should be greater than or equal to zero ) 0 ( ≥ X F . This is the main criterion for the system to traverse a given terrain.
We can set arbitrary requirements for the two parameters ) , ( ψ h assuming they lead to solutions for i T and i N under constraints (3)- (5). In effect we try to control the posture of the main body and its forward acceleration by controlling the contact forces i T and i N using the motor torques and the linear force actuators.
We shall write down the quasi-static force balance equations for the LFA-V. 
For the LFA-V specific mechanical structure,
In the following, c is a cosine and s is a sine function such that
; and other notations follow. Also [ ]
Here r is the radius of the wheel, w is the wheel base of the vehicle and 1 l and 2 l are the wheel-to-frame distance along the direction of the actuator of the first and second wheel. We can control the posture and motion of the vehicle by (3)- (5) is chosen. If a feasible solution space does not exist to the minimization problem, then row 2 of (2) containing the equality constraint with Y F can be dropped and the minimization problem can be set with the constraints:
and constraints (3)- (5). Use of constraint (10) is possible for the LFA-V since it allows for dynamics at the main body in the vertical direction. Figure 4 shows a plot of 1 T as the solution of (6) with constraints (10) and (3)- (5) 
Simulation Results
The simulation was done using Matlab Simulink and MSC Visual Nastran. The surfaces used as terrain were higher-order cubic continuous surfaces such as Bsplines.
The main body maintained its height d h and pitch d ψ and the surface variations showed little effect on the dynamics of the platform. Hence by the use of force control, the dynamics/posture of the main body and therefore the entire vehicle could be controlled. A minimum acceleration of 0.16 m/s 2 was needed to initially start the system which was commanded using X F in (5). This is due to the faceted geometry of the rigid wheel used by the simulation package which contributes in an analogous way to rolling friction in the physical world. Maximum pitch angle deviation from zero was found to be -1.57° (Figure 5a ).
The rms of the pitch angle, ψ through the motion on the surface was found to be 0.6727° as can be seen in Figure 5a . The performance was compared with a rigid suspension. The maximum pitch angle deviation from zero was found to be -5.73° in this case (Figure 5b ) with rms value of 2.135°. Hence a large reduction in pitch angle variation is possible by using force control in the LFA-V. The spiked nature of the graph in Figure 5a is partly due to the faceted geometry of the wheel mentioned earlier which causes oscillation of the wheel centre. This is not visible in Figure 5b due to the scale of observation. The simulation time frames can be seen in Figure 6 . Hence the force control methodology using the normal contact force and traction forces work satisfactorily to maintain posture and ensure the vehicle traverses the terrain. Thus an alternate solution to control the posture of a WAAV such as the LFA-V is provided, based on the contact forces at the contact points, which can also be utilized in terrain conditions difficult to traverse.
Conclusions and Future Work
It is formally understood that rigid or fixed suspension vehicles are unsuited for successful operation under certain terrain conditions. This brings out the primary motivation for using WAAVs to maximize traversability of the terrain.
Therefore a method based on controlling the contact forces responsible for causing the motion of a WAAV like the LFA-V is developed. This provides a strategy for successfully traversing a terrain and also controlling the posture of the vehicle.
As future work, we plan to build a physical implementation of a system utilizing the Force Control methodology. The force actuator element to generate the required contact forces for the physical implementation has been identified as a 2-dof leg with a wheel (leg-wheel) as the end effecter. Control for this legwheel has been formulated to generate required normal contact forces, which has been studied in past research. Also extension to deformable surfaces of contact, particularly for outdoor field environments is needed.
